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Coláiste Mhuire’s parent's association hopes to enhance your child's education and experience of
learning through the school. In terms of research there is a clear link between a parent's
association and a better quality of school experience. Carmel O Grady, chairperson of Coláiste
Mhuire’s parent's association is pictured presenting principal Martin Gleeson with a defibrillator
for our school bus. Carmel is accompanied by treasurer Sheena Berry and Secretary Teresa
Brophy. Thanks to all the parent's association members, and all parents who continue to offer
great support to our school, which is very much appreciated.  

Tropic Plants

January/February 2022

CMJ Parents Association 

Four transition year students, from Coláiste Mhuire
Johnstown interviewed for the Certified Angus
Schools Competition. The competition is run in
conjunction with ABP and Kepak, it challenges the
finalists of the competition have to rear five angus
calves over 18 months, whilst completing a research
project. The initiative aims to promote the Certified
Angus beef brand while educating students to the
care  and attention required to produce quality beef
for consumers. The girls, Caoimhe Hickey, Caoimhe
Dohney, Anna Cleere and Georgie Holland Rome are
basing their project on organic beef farming. The
girls are hopeful to hear back soon whether they are
progressing to the next round, where they would
have to present their plan to industry experts, in
Croke Park. (Missing from picture Georghie Holland
Rome)   

Certified Angus Schools Competition





Operation Transformation Leader Visits Coláiste Mhuire



1st year wellbeing tackles vaping 
There is a " storyboard" competition running through first year wellbeing classes this year.
The winners from the 1H class are Cheryl Chong, Brian Aylward, Eanna Dunphy (team leader)
and Shane Moloney (missing from picture). Their storyboard was about dealing with vaping in
schools and how most students want schools to be a "vape-free" space. Also, in the picture is
Róisín Wall who is the individual winner of the positive message poster, her message was:
Accept what is, Let go of what was, and have faith in what will be. 

First Year Wellbeing

Our 6th years received a treat with their Class Teachers & Year Head before
their Mocks last week. Well Done to All on your continued Hard Work. Good
Luck with the final half of this Term as we approach Easter & Term 3. Thanks
to Mr Gleeson for funding this Wellbeing initiative & Pat Long in the canteen
for catering the event. 

 

Hot Chocolate & Cookies for 6th years: 



Garda Presentation to CMJ Community
Garda Andy Neil gave an excellent talk to all CMJ students through Microsoft teams. This was highly
informative for the school community, focusing on issues such as alcohol abuse, drug use, safe
socialising, phones, social media and many more that the Garda are dealing with daily. Hopefully, it
will make our students more aware of the issues that they could potentially meet. Thanks very much
Andy. t

Transition Year Go-Karting & Paintballing
Our TYs signed off a busy year with a great day out in Adventure Park in Watergrasshill partaking in
Paintballing and Go-karting. Really enjoyable day was had by all 



" Building 3D scaled models - the TY numeracy class can be seen enjoying the task of
constructing 3D scaled models of buildings within our school grounds in Colasite Mhuire.
The students collected real-life measurements using trigonometry and measurement. They
had to then decide on a suitable scale and construct their building of choice. This project
was then presented alongside a written report. Well done to Ms Walsh and all students
involved." 

Transition Year Maths, 3D Modelling

Auf Wiedershen to a fantastic
International student. 
In September we welcomed Janna Walch
from Berlin to Coláiste Mhuire, her aim was
to improve her English. She joined the TY
programne and within days it felt like she
was always here. Janna threw herself into
the TY experience, attending all the guest
speakers, getting work experience and going
on all the trips. She even requested to
attend hurling & camogie matches to get the
real cultural experience.  Janna made lasting
friendships in TY, she is pictured above with
some friends having hot chocolate and
treats on her last day in school. Janna was a
wonderful ambassador for her family, school
& country. 



Student Council Christmas Jumper Art Competition

2nd Year Hurling v Borris 9th February 2022
Sport in CMJ

The senior Student Council reps organised a Wellbeing jumper competition for the First
Years. The entries were very impressive with beautiful designs and meaningful messages.
Well done to all. Comhghairdeas!! The pictures above of  Senior Council reps with the
competition winners, Some of our Fist Year Council reps with a selection of the Wellbeing
jumpers, More happy First Year winners and Council reps.



Senior Hurling Leinster Final v St Brendan's Birr
Leinster P.P. Schools Senior “B” Final Coláiste Mhuire 1-15, St Brendan’s 0-16 
Colaiste Mhuire Johnstown were crowned Leinster champions after an excellent game in
Rathdowney against St. Brendans from Birr. Enroute to the final the Johnstown team had
already beaten several strong teams and the Offaly team proved to be a very difficult
opponent. There was a very strong wind, and it was evident that it was going to be a game of
two halves, Colaiste Mhuire started with the wind and opened the scoring with an excellent
point from Damien Corbett. Shortly after this a long delivery from defence by Cody
Comerford resulted in Tomas Sharkey putting the sliotar past Liam Hoare in goals for Birr, to
ensure the Johnstown team got the start they needed.  Helped by the elements, Colaiste
Mhuire created several attacks, and with their backs dominating the St. Brendans forwards,
notably Darragh McCormack, Padraig O’Grady and Cody Comerford, they were the team most
likely to score. The standard of play was very good and sometimes frantic with no quarter
asked or given, three more points were added by Charlie Brennan, Tomas Sharkey and
Damien Corbett before St. Brendans registered a score, a pointed free from Lochlann Quinn.
Two more points from Evan Landers and another free from Damien Corbett left the score
after 11 minutes 1-06 to 0-01 in favour of Colaiste Mhuire. The next two scores of the game
were by Lochlann Quinn – a pointed free and an excellent score from play. Damien Corbett
with a monstrous free from his own half was followed by another pointed free by Lochlann
Quinn to leave 6 points between the teams. Cian Nolan then scored a point for Birr to reduce
the deficit, two more points from Johnstown stretched their lead again from Damien Corbett
(65) and Darragh Queally with a well worked point from play. The last score of the half was
another pointed free from Lochlann Quinn to leave the Offaly team trailing by 6 points at
half time. Aided by a strong wind in the second half it was essential for St Brendan’s to get a
good start, luckily for Colaiste Mhuire Damien Corbett opened the scoring with another
pointed free, this was followed by a pointed free from Lochlann Quinn for Birr. The next 15
minutes of the game was dominated by St. Brendans and they reduced Colaiste Mhuire’s lead
to two points, three pointed frees from Lochlann Quinn and points from play by Adam Landy,
Andrew Coakley and Luke Carey. With 10 minutes remaining in the game the Offaly team
looked the most likely winners; they were asking some serious questions about the
Johnstown defence. At this stage in the game Tomas Sharkey was operating in defense and
picked up several key disposals, Gearoid Phelan thundered into the game and Cody
Comerford continued to play a captain's role organising his team. Alex Burke scored an
excellent point from play to extend the lead and Damien Corbett scored another point, his
ninth of the game, to stretch the lead further. St Brendan’s replied with three points from
placed balls by Lochlann Quinn, including a sideline cut from 50 yards, this left one point
between the teams. The last score of the game was another pointed free from Damien
Corbett in injury time. Colaiste Mhuire will now face the Connacht champions in the All-
Ireland semifinal. Well done to all the panel and their management team of Dermot Maher,
Brian Guilfoyle and Fergal Challoner. 
Scorers: Coláiste Mhuire, Damien Corbett 0-10, (0-06 frees, 0-01 ‘65’), Tomas Sharkey 1-01,
Charlie Brennan, Evan Landers, Darragh Queally, Alex Burke (0-01 each), St Brendan’s,
Lochlann Quinn 0-12 (0-10 frees, 0-01 sideline cut), Cian Nolan, Adam Landy, Andrew Coakley,
Luke Carey (0-01 each) Teams: Colaiste Mhuire. Billy Garrett, Darragh McCormack, Gearoid
Phelan, Conor Donnelly, Kieran Cleere, Cody Comerford, Padraig O Grady, Darragh Queally,
Micheál Ahern, Charlie Brennan, Callum Lonergan, Liam Hayes, Damien Corbett, Evan
Landers, Tomas Sharkey. Subs: Craig Bowe, Alex Burke, Stephen Murphy, Dylan Foyle, Ciaran
Flynn, Conor Gleeson, Luke Dunphy, Rory Dunne, Justin Duggan, Jim O Connor, Cathal Phelan,
James Darcy, Brendan Cleere, Daniel Hanrahan, Jerry Bergin, Brandon Brophy, Brian Holland,
Conor Walsh, Bobby Doheny, Liam Miskella, Martin Drennan



Senior Hurling Leinster Champions





Coláiste Mhuire Johnstown 3-16, St Fintan's High School Sutton 0-11 
The Johnstown team march on to the Leinster Final after a convincing win over St Fintan’s
High School from north Dublin, they now will face St Brendan’s from Birr in the Leinster
Final. This game was played on the Camross GAA pitch in Laois, there was a strong wind
blowing across the pitch throughout the game that made conditions difficult. Straight
from the throw in, Brian Dunne won the ball, for St Fintan’s and passed to Paddy Doyle, he
sent the ball over the bar to register the first score of the game. This was followed by a
period of domination by Coláiste Mhuire, Tomás Sharkey began very well and was causing
problems for the Dublin school, he was fouled on two occasions as he made his way
towards goal, Damien Corbett scored two points from the resulting frees, in between
these two frees, Micheál Ahern scored a wonderful point and Charlie Brennan also scored
a point. After ten minutes of playing, the Kilkenny team were leading by 0-04 to 0-01,
Tomás Sharkey then scored a point from play, Joe Sheppard replied for St Fintan’s. In the
fifteenth minute, Billy Garrett played a short puck out to Darragh McCormack, he played
an excellent pass to Callum Lonergan at centre forward, who quickly passed the ball to
Tomás Sharkey, he had a clear run-on goal, and without hesitation he dispatched the
sliotar to the back of the net, this was followed by an outstanding goal from play by
Damien Corbett, this put the Johnstown lads nine points ahead. Approaching the twenty-
minute mark St Fintan’s scored their third point through Joe Sheppard, this was followed
by a point from play by Damien Corbett, Corbett then scored another point from a free to
take his tally to one goal and four points. The next part of the game up to half time was
littered with several frees been awarded to the Dublin school, one pointed free from their
centre back Sean Gallagher and four pointed frees from Dan Broderick left the score at
half time CMJ 2-08 St Fintan’s 0-08. At the beginning of the second half Darragh Queally
began to take control in midfield, in the second minute he passed to Tomás Sharkey, who
immediately played a pass to Charlie Brennan, who finished the ball to the back of the
net. From the puck out Liam Hayes got his name on the scoresheet with a point from play.
This left the Dublin school with a mountain to climb, now trailing by ten points. Sean
Gallagher then scored his second point from a placed ball, St Fintan’s first score of the
second half. Coláiste mhuire replied with three excellent points from play, by Callum
Lonergan, Charlie Brennan and Tomás Sharkey. Dan Broderick then scored another point
from a free, again the Kilkenny team responded, with points from Tomas Sharkey and
Damien Corbett. As the game approached the final minutes Conor White scored St Fintan’s
third and last point of the half, the last two scores of the game were points from Charlie
Brennan and Damien Corbett. An excellent win for Coláiste Mhuire, with some very good
performances all over the field, they now prepare for a Leinster Final against St Brendan’s
CC from Birr. Well done to all the panel and mentors, Dermot Maher, Brian Guilfoyle,
Fergal Challoner. Scorers: Coláiste Mhuire; Damien Corbett 1-07, Charlie Brennan 1-03,
Tomás Sharkey 1-03, Micheál Ahern 0-01, Liam Hayes 0-01, Callum Lonergan 0-01.  St
Fintan’s; Dan Broderick 0-05, Joe Sheppard 0-02, Sean Gallagher 0-02, Paddy Doyle 0-01,
Conor White 0-01. Teams: Colaiste Mhuire. Billy Garrett, Darragh McCormack, Gearoid
Phelan, Conor Donnelly, Kieran Cleere, Cody Comerford, Padraig O Grady, Darragh Queally,
Micheál Ahern, Charlie Brennan, Callum Lonergan, Liam Hayes, Damien Corbett, Evan
Landers, Tomas Sharkey. Subs used: Dylan Foyle, Ciaran Flynn, Conor Gleeson, Jim O
Connor, Stephen Murphy,

Senior Hurling Leinster Semi-Final v St Fintan's High School





Senior Hurling Leinster 1/4 Final v St Mary's Enniscorthy

Colaiste Mhuire Johnstown 1-17  St Mary’s CBS Enniscorthy 0-14 
An excellent game played in Thomastown, this was expected to be a very close game with two
evenly matched teams. St Mary’s began well, scoring the first two points, Coláiste Mhuire
responded with a well worked goal from Evan Landers, this would prove to be a crucial score in
the game. The Enniscorthy team replied with three more points and were the dominant team at
this stage. Alex Burke scored a wonderful point from play, and this was followed by a pointed free
from Damien Corbett. St Mary's got the next three points before Callum Lonergan and Darragh
Queally scored a point each from play. Two more points for the Wexford team followed by Damien
Corbett scoring another point from a free, the last score of the half. The half time score was 1-05
to 0-10 in favour of St Mary’s CBS. The second half began with a pointed free for St Mary’s,
extending their lead to three points, again Damien Corbett replied with a point from a free, his
third of the game. Another pointed free for St Mary’s kept them just in front. After an off the ball
incident involving Damien Corbett, who ended up on the turf, the corner back for Enniscorthy CBS
was shown a straight red card by the referee. With twenty minutes remaining, the Johnstown lads
powered into the game, Padraig O Grady, Conor Donnelly, Cody Comerford and Gearoid Phelan
were dominating the St Mary’s forwards and they struggled to get scores. Darragh Queally was
orchestrating everything from midfield assisted by Kieran Cleere, up front Damien Corbett, Alex
Burke, Callum Lonergan and Evan Landers were creating a lot of scoring chances. In the rest of the
game St Mary’s only managed three points, two from frees and one from play. With the extra man
Johnstown were dominating and scored some excellent points from Micheál Ahern, two for
Callum Lonergan and three from Damien Corbett. The Wexford team were unable to breach the
Coláiste Mhuire defence, and the Johnstown team won by six points, on a scoreline of 1-17 to 0-14,
they now must prepare for a Leinster semifinal. Congratulations to all the panel and management
of Mr Maher, Mr Guilfoyle and Mr Challoner. Team: Billy Garrett, Connor Donnelly, Darragh
McCormack, Stephen Murphy, Padraig O Grady, Cody Comerford (0-1 free), Gearoid Phelan, Kieran
Cleere, Darragh Queally (0-1), Liam Hayes (0-1 free), Callum Lonergan (0-3), Charlie Brennan,
Damien Corbett (0-9 six from frees), Evan Landers (1-0), Alex Burke (0-1), Subs Used: Thomas
Sharkey, Micheál Ahern (0-1), Ciaran Flynn, Justin Duggan, Conor Gleeson,  



Colaiste Mhuire Johnstown 3-06, CNC Kilcormac 0-07 
The two teams returned to Heywood for the second Leinster Final in a week, this time it was the Junior
Camogie teams that battled for the Junior C Leinster title. This game was played in excellent conditions,
despite the weather been changeable earlier in the morning. Orla Kilmartin opened the scoring for the
Offaly outfit in the 5th minute with a point from a free, from the resultant puck out, the Johnstown
girls were on the attack, a long delivery from Orla Brophy in the middle of the field was finished to the
net by Louise Bergin. This was a great settler for the CMJ team, the game was tough and physical, it was
exceedingly difficult to breach either defense. Orla Kilmartin scored an excellent point from play to
reduce the deficit to the minimum, immediately Áine Sharkey replied with a point for Coláiste Mhuire
to restore the two-point lead. Michele Killeen scored a point from a free to extend the lead, Chloe
Hollywood then scored a point from play for Kilcormac. With scores difficult to get, there was a period
of excellent defending from both teams with no scores conceded. Orla Kilmartin was causing problems
for the Johnstown girls, and she scored the next two points, one from a free and the other from play. In
the twenty-eight-minute, Johnstown were awarded a penalty after Niamh Queally was brought down at
the end of an excellent run, Niamh picked herself up and dispatched the sliotar to the back of the net.
Another pointed free from Michelle Killeen for Johnstown and a minor score for Kilcormac by Karla
Mannion left the score at half-time CMJ Johnstown 2-03, CNC KIlcormac 0-06. The second half began with
a fabulous point from Áine Sharkey, her second of the game. Then came a decisive moment when
Niamh Queally scored her second goal to edge the Coláiste Mhuire girls seven points in front. Orla
KIlmartin scored her fifth point from a free, in the eight-minute of the half, this would be their last
score of the game. The only scores for the rest of the game were points from play by Catherine Kirby
and Áine Sharkey, scored her third point from play. As the game approached injury time, Kilcormac
were awarded a penalty, when it came back off the crossbar, it was clear it was going to be Coláiste
Mhuire’s day. All the Coláiste Mhuire backs played extremely well throughout the game, with Anna
Cleere at full back and Caoimhe Hickey at centre back dominating, Kilcormac were struggling to score,
they were ably assisted by Orla Holland, Emma Daly, Abbie O Sullivan and Kayla Dwyer who gave an
outstanding performance at half back. Orla Brophy and Mary Cussen got through a tremendous
amount of work at midfield, setting up plenty of attacks during the game. In the half forward line
Michelle Killeen gave a player of the match performance, Áine Sharkey scored three points from play
and Louise Bergin scored a goal, a brilliant return from CMJ’s first line of attack. In the full forward line
Catherine Kirby got through an immense amount of work, Aoife Murphy worked hard throughout, and
Niamh Queally was a constant threat for the Offaly defense, scoring two goals.   Scorers: Johnstown,
Niamh Queally 2-00, Louise Bergin 1-00, Áine Sharkey 0-03, Michelle Killeen 0-02, Catherine KIrby 0-01,
Kilcormac, Orla Kilmartin 0-05, Chloe Hollywood 0-01, Karla Mannion 0-01.  Teams. CMJ Johnstown, Mia
Henderson, Orla Holland, Anna Cleere (Capt), Emma Daly, Abbie O Sullivan, Caoimhe Hickey, Kayla
Dwyer, Orla Brophy, Mary Cussen, Áine Sharkey, Michelle Killeen, Louise Bergin, Catherine Kirby, Aoife
Murphy, Niamh Queally, SUBS: Áine Holohan, Rachel Dollard, Lorraine Bergin, Aimee Lennon, Paige
Boyhan, Eadaoin Whyte, Lauren Kenny, Abigail Whitty, Kaitlyn O Connor, Eva Dunphy, Tara Kenny
Landers, Isabelle Delaney, Grace Cleere, Katie Mai Broderick, Saoirse Hickey, Grace Doran, Sarah Hickey,
Emma O Connor, Áine Carey, Kate Mahon.  

 

Junior  Camogie Leinster Final v CNC Kilcormac



Junior  Camogie Leinster Champions



Junior C Camogie, All Ireland Semi-Final, Colaiste Mhuire Johnstown1-02 Seamount P.P. Kinvara
Galway 1-10 
Unfortunately, it was not the result we wished for, but it is very important to remember the
tremendous journey this group of girls have been on, since the beginning of the year, and the
excitement they brought to the school. Under the guidance of Ms. Walsh and Ms. Moloney, this
panel have represented the school, their clubs and their families with distinction and they should
be very proud of what they achieved, especially in winning a Leinster Final. This game was played
on the Fenians GAA pitch in Johnstown in very tough conditions, with extremely strong wind and
some heavy rain, making it difficult for the game to flow. The Johnstown girls played against a
gale force wind in the first half, expecting scores would be hard to come by, and their defenders
to be very busy. The first score of the game came in the fourth minute, from play, for the Galway
school, off the stick of Lisa Shields. In the eight-minute Lisa Shields scored her second point from
a free. With conditions deteriorating it was hard for players to win primary possession, the
Coláiste Mhuire girls were struggling to create attacks and Seamount had most of the play. In the
tenth minute Ella Bergin scored a point to stretch the lead to three points, this was quickly
followed by a pointed free from Lisa Shields in the fourteenth minute. As the game approached
midway through the first half Johnstown were on the attack and the ball ended up in the back of
the net from Niamh Queally, narrowing the lead to the minimum, this was to be the only score of
the half for Coláiste Mhuire. For the rest of the half, it was very tough to make scoring chances
with both sets of backs playing well. The only other score in the half was a point for Seamount PP
from Mia Rogers. At half time the Kilkenny school were trailing by two points, on a score line of 1-
00 to 0-05. The second half began frantically, and the local school were desperate to improve
their scoring with the aid of the strong wind, in the third minute Catherine Kirby scored an
excellent point from play, to reduce the deficit to the minimum. At this stage of the game
Coláiste Mhuire had most of the play and in the twelfth minute a pointed free from Orla Brophy
brought the Johnstown team level. Unfortunately, this would be their last score of the game,
they had numerous attacks but were unable to register a score, in the twenty second minute a
decisive score came for Seamount PP, when Beibhinn Walsh scored a goal, this gave the Galway
girls a massive lift and deflated the Coláiste Mhuire team. For the remainder of the game Ella
Bergin scored three more points to bring her tally to 0-04, a tremendous return considering the
conditions. Two more points for Seamount left the score at the final whistle 1-10 to 1-02. Coláiste
Mhuire Team: Mia Henderson, Orla Holland, Anna Cleere (Capt), Emma Daly, Abbie O Sullivan,
Caoimhe Hickey, Kayla Dwyer, Orla Brophy, Mary Cussen, Áine Sharkey, Michelle Killeen, Louise
Bergin, Catherine Kirby, Aoife Murphy, Niamh Queally, SUBS: Áine Holohan, Rachel Dollard,
Lorraine Bergin, Aimee Lennon, Paige Boyhan, Eadaoin Whyte, Lauren Kenny, Abigail Whitty,
Kaitlyn O Connor, Eva Dunphy, Tara Kenny Landers, Isabelle Delaney, Grace Cleere, Katie Mai
Broderick, Saoirse Hickey, Grace Doran, Sarah Hickey, Emma O Connor, Áine Carey, Kate Mahon. 

Junior  Camogie All Ireland Semi-Final



Senior Camogie Leinster Final v CNC Kilcormac

Coláiste Mhuire Johnstown 2-07 Coláiste Naomh Cormac 1-13
The match was played in Heywood on Saturday last and began at eleven. The Offaly girls got off to a quick and
very good start, getting the first score of the game, a point from a free. They quickly extended their lead with a
great goal from play. Though this wasn’t the start the Johnstown girls had been working towards they refused to
be put down and got a well-deserved 65 which Aoife Ryan of St. Lachtains took and confidently put over the bar,
beginning the scoring for Coláiste Mhuire. This was quickly followed by two excellent points from play by the
very skilled Grace Campion. The Offaly girls were also not willing to slow their fight and with their own excellent
forwards managed to score four points, two of which were from play. Next came a super goal by Michelle Killeen,
which was excellently work up the pitch by the Johnstown girls, with the help of midfielders Eva Sumner and
Aoife Ryan, to keep them in the game. Another point each brought the half time score to CNC 1-6, CMJ 1-3.
Although the Kilcormac girls worked hard to increase their lead in the first half, the Johnstown backs Ciara
Queally, Anna Cleere, Úna Brophy, Roisín Fitzpatrick, Muire Fitzpatrick and Caoimhe Hickey did some
outstanding defending, along with some great saves by Teresa Fogerty in the goal and stopped them in their
tracks. With the Johnstown girls refusing to give up and ready for a better half, there was still hope. The second
half started with a great battle from both rather unrelenting teams. Ten minutes in both teams had scored two
points each from frees before the Kilcormac girls started to pull away with some excellent free taking by Cayla
Fletcher. By the thirty first minute of play Kilcormac’s determined girls had managed to push Johnstown further
behind leaving most with little hope for Johnstown, until quickly the excellent Grace Campion scored a brilliant
goal for Johnstown leaving them with just a three-point gap to fill which with great forwards like Roisín Ahern,
Grace Campion, Emma Delaney, Catherine Kirby, Michelle Killeen and Emma Kenny seemed extremely possible.
Though, these hopes were quickly shattered when the referee blew the final whistle just two minutes later
telling everyone it was too late for Johnstown and Coláiste Naomh Cormac had won. It was an exceptionally well-
played game played by two teams of very similar skill; Johnstown’s girls never gave up but neither did
Kilcormac’s resulting in a tight match from start to finish.
Team Teresa Fogarty (St. Lachtains), Anna Cleere (St. Lachtains),Ciara Queally (Emeralds), Úna Brophy (Harps),
Roisín Fitzpatrick (Harps), Muire Fitzpatrick (Harps), Caoimhe Hickey (St. Lachtains), Aoife Ryan (St. Lachtains) (0-
6), Eva Sumner (St. Annes), Roisín Ahern (Emeralds), Grace Campion (Gortnahoe/Glengoole) (1-1), Emma Delaney
(Harps), Catherine Kirby (Harps), Michelle Killeen (St. Lachtains) (1-0), Emma Kenny (Emeralds), Cara Henderson
(Harps), Emma Daly (St. Lachtains), Sarah Brennan ( St. Lachtains), Aoife Murphy (St. Lachtains), Louise Bergin
(Gortnahoe/Glengoole, Áine Holohan (Lisdowney), Caoimhe Doheny (Harps), Eimear Nolan
(Gortnahoe/Glengoole), Abbie O' Sullivan (Lisdowney), Eva Dunphy (Harps), Georgie Holland Rome (Harps), Rachel
Slattery (Gortnahoe/Glengoole), Mia Henderson (Harps), Niamh Queally (Emeralds), Orla Brophy (Harps), Áine
Sharkey (St. Annes), Laura Purcell (Gortnahoe/Glengoole), Mary Cussan (Emeralds), Rachael Dollard (Harps).

 



1st Year Soccer v Kilkenny CBS

Our FAI Schools U17 Soccer Team were defeated 2:0 away to a stronger Coláiste Eoin
Hackettstown (Carlow) team.  The home side got off to a better start & scored after 10
minutes with a low finish from the edge of the box, despite Jayme Thornton's best efforts in
goal.  CMJ battled back but didnt trouble the CEH keeper until close to Half Time when Liam
Kirby forced a save.  
 1:0 @ Half Time brought some substitutions & positional changes that saw CMJ grow into the
game. However, a rebound from a corner led to a 2nd goal for CEH. CMJ responded quickly &
Jimmy Cleere had the ball in the net but was ruled off-side    Then a penalty for CMJ was
uncharacteristically missed by captain Jason Kelly    This summed up our day & CEH were
worthy winners, even if the 2:0 scoreline slightly flattered them.  On a positive note, valuable
game time was had for All travelling players which should stand to us in the final round.  We
now have 4 points, having W1 D1 L1 & currently lie 2nd in a group of 5.  We play Gaelcholáiste
Ceatharlach in Carlow in Game #4 in what may well be a winner takes 2nd scenario, should
other results go our way  The Top 2 teams play the KK-Carlow Final @ a neutral venue, with
the winner progressing into the Leinster series. CMJ have done so twice in the past 7 years &
would love a return to this stage given the potential of this panel but improvement is
required.  
Team & Panel: J Thornton, C O'Brien, L Kirby, P Cullen, B Roche, C McCabe, R Lonergan, J Kelly,
E Long, J Cleere, P Johnson. Subs used: N Mackey, V Cummins, J Bowe, C Phelan, C Barnaville, J
Dunphy. 

 

U-17 Soccer



1st Year Soccer v St Kierans 

1st Year Soccer Report: This season the Coláiste Mhuire 1st year boys’ soccer squad
took the jump up to Division One and so far, they have looked comfortably at home
against top class opposition. Their first game was at home against Kilkenny CBS. From
the outset, the Johnstown boys put their stamp on proceedings and dominated the
game. They were safe and secure at the back, marshalled brilliantly by captain Tony
Mahony alongside James Leahy and Bill Cussen. From midfield up Liam Townsend,
Ciarán McMenamin and Myles Brennan displayed a fluency in their play that was a
joy to watch as they created countless chances. The strike force of Callaum Broderick
and Evan Nealis managed to convert two, scoring a goal apiece. Callaum Broderick
also saw a terrific effort hit the crossbar and the Kilkenny CBS goalkeeper pulled off
three marvellous saves. The second half saw the CBS boys come back into the game
and they were rewarded for some fine play with a goal that halved the deficit.
Nonetheless, Coláiste Mhuire resumed their dominance immediately and laid siege to
the opposition’s goal. Showing great patience, they finally grabbed a very impressive
third with an exquisite finish from midfielder Liam Townsend, restoring their two-
goal cushion. This was an outstanding performance by the squad, and they took the
points with them as the game ended 3-1 to CMJ.  
Their second game was away against St. Kieran’s College Kilkenny. This proved a more
difficult encounter, particularly as the CMJ squad were missing some key performers,
but the boys proved their mettle in holding St. Kieran’s scoreless to halftime. Indeed,
CMJ had the best scoring opportunity of the first half as impressive centre forward
Callaum Broderick saw his effort cleared off the goal line. In the second half, St.
Kieran’s increased their pressure on the CMJ defence and scored two goals, despite
Eoin Holland’s impressive performance between the sticks. The final score was 2-0 to
St. Kieran’s. 
With a victory over Kilkenny CBS and a loss to St. Kieran’s, CMJ should qualify in
second place and a spot in the semi-finals of the Carlow-Kilkenny 1st Year Soccer
League Competition, an impressive return so far from a talented and dedicated
bunch. The future is bright with these boys. Well done to all members of our
extended squad so far and best of luck in the next stage of the competition. Thanks
to Mr. Gorman and Mr. Madden for all their work with the group. 


